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The God Gene
What you believe about God actually changes your brain. Psychiatrist
Tim Jennings unveils how our brains and bodies thrive when we have a
healthy understanding of who God is. This expanded edition now
includes a study guide to help you discover how neuroscience and
Scripture come together to bring healing and transformation to our
lives.

The Soul in the Brain
A fascinating cornucopia of new ideas, based on fundamentals of
neurobiology, psychology, psychiatry and therapy, this book extends
boundaries of current concepts of consciousness. Its eclectic mix will
simulate and challenge not only neuroscientists and psychologists but
entice others interested in exploring consciousness. Contributions
from top researchers in consciousness and related fields project
diverse ideas, focused mainly on conscious nonconscious interactions:
1. Paving the way for new research on basic scientific physiological, pharmacological or neurochemical - mechanisms
underpinning conscious experience ( bottom up approach); 2. Providing
directions on how psychological processes are involved in
consciousness ( top down approach); 3. Indicating how including
consciousness could lead to new understanding of mental disorders such
as schizophrenia, depression, dementia, and addiction; 4. More
provocatively, but still based on scientific evidence, exploring
consciousness beyond conventional boundaries, indicating the potential
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for radical new thinking or quantum leaps in neuroscientific theories
of consciousness. (Series B)"

Love at Goon Park
Presenting a look at the human mind's capacity while criticizing
artificial intelligence, the author makes suggestions about classical
and quantum physics and the role of microtubules

Healing Symbols in Psychotherapy
WHY DO YOU BELIEVE THE THINGS YOU BELIEVE? Do you remember events
differently from how they really happened? Where do your superstitions
come from? How do morals evolve? Why are some people religious and
others nonreligious? Everyone has thoughts and questions like these,
and now Andrew Newberg and Mark Waldman expose, for the first time,
how our complex views emerge from the neural activities of the brain.
Bridging science, psychology, and religion, they demonstrate, in
simple terminology, how the brain perceives reality and transforms it
into an extraordinary range of personal, ethical, and creative
premises that we use to build meaning, value, spirituality, and truth
into our lives. When you come to understand this remarkable process,
it will change forever the way you look at the world and yourself.
Supported by groundbreaking research, including brain scans of people
as they pray, meditate, and even speak in tongues, Newberg and Waldman
propose a new model for how deep convictions emerge and influence our
lives. You will even glimpse how the mind of an atheist works when
contemplating God. Using personal stories, moral paradoxes, and
optical illusions, the authors demonstrate how our brains construct
our fondest assumptions about reality, offering recommendations for
exercising your most important "muscle" in order to develop a more
life-affirming, flexible range of attitudes. You'll discover how to:
Recognize when your beliefs are altered by othersGuard against mental
traps and prejudicial thinkingDistinguish between destructive and
constructive beliefsCultivate spiritual and ethical ideals Ultimately,
we must always return to our beliefs. From the ordinary to the
extraordinary, they give meaning to the mysteries of life, providing
us with our individual uniqueness and the ability to fill our lives
with joy. Most important, though, they give us inspiration and hope,
beacons to guide us through the light and dark corners of the soul.

Stealing Fire
God is great—for your mental, physical, and spiritual health. Based on
new evidence culled from brain-scan studies, a wide-reaching survey of
people’s religious and spiritual experiences, and the authors’
analyses of adult drawings of God, neuroscientist Andrew Newberg and
therapist Mark Robert Waldman offer the following breakthrough
discoveries: • Not only do prayer and spiritual practice reduce
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stress, but just twelve minutes of meditation per day may slow down
the aging process. • Contemplating a loving God rather than a punitive
God reduces anxiety and depression and increases feelings of security,
compassion, and love. • Fundamentalism, in and of itself, can be
personally beneficial, but the prejudice generated by extreme beliefs
can permanently damage your brain. • Intense prayer and meditation
permanently change numerous structures and functions in the brain,
altering your values and the way you perceive reality. Both a
revelatory work of modern science and a practical guide for readers to
enhance their physical and emotional health, How God Changes Your
Brain is a first-of-a-kind book about faith that is as credible as it
is inspiring.

The Neurobiology of Criminal Behavior
Taking a perspective rooted in evolutionary biology with a focus on
brain science, two distinguished authors radically alter the fractious
debate on the existence of God and the nature of religion. Two
distinguished authors, renowned anthropologist Lionel Tiger and
pioneering neuroscientist Michael McGuire, elucidate the perennial
questions about religion: What is its purpose? How did it arise? What
is its source? Why does every known culture have some form of it?
Their answer is deceptively simple, yet at the same time highly
complex: The brain creates religion and its varied concepts of God,
and then in turn feeds on its creation to satisfy innate neurological
and associated social needs. Brain science reveals that humans and
other primates alike are afflicted by unavoidable sources of stress
that the authors describe as "brainpain." To cope with this affliction
people seek to "brainsoothe." We humans use religion and its social
structures to induce brainsoothing as a relief for innate anxiety. How
we do this is the subject of this groundbreaking book. In a concise,
lively, accessible, and witty style, the authors combine zoom-lens
vignettes of religious practices with discussions of the latest
research on religion's neurological effects on the brain. Among other
topics, they consider religion's role in providing positive
socialization, its seeming obsession with regulating sex, the common
biological scaffolding between nonhuman primates and humans and how
this affects religion, and evidence that the palliative effects of
religion on brain chemistry are not matched by nonreligious remedies.
In a new preface to the paperback edition, Lionel Tiger discusses the
paradoxical effects of religion--on the one hand, producing
masterpieces of art and architecture and, on the other, fueling
violence throughout history and into the present. This fascinating
book provides key insights into the complexities of our brain and the
role of religion, perhaps its most remarkable creation.

The Ego Tunnel
This well-established international series examines major areas of
basic and clinical research within neuroscience, as well as emerging
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and promising subfields. This volume on the neurosciences, neurology,
and literature vividly shows how science and the humanities can come
together --- and have come together in the past. Its sections provide
a new, broad look at these interactions, which have received
surprisingly little attention in the past. Experts in the field cover
literature as a window to neurological and scientific zeitgeists,
theories of brain and mind in literature, famous authors and their
suspected neurological disorders, and how neurological disorders and
treatments have been described in literature. In addition, a myriad of
other topics are covered, including some on famous authors whose
important connections to the neurosciences have been overlooked (e.g.,
Roget, of Thesaurus fame), famous neuroscientists who should also be
associated with literature, and some overlooked scientific and medical
men who helped others produce great literary works (e,g., Bram
Stoker's Dracula). There has not been a volume with this coverage in
the past, and the connections it provides should prove fascinating to
individuals in science, medicine, history, literature, and various
other disciplines. This book looks at literature, medicine, and the
brain sciences both historically and in the light of the newest
scholarly discoveries and insights

Just One Thing
Where does science end and religion begin? Can "spiritual" images and
feelings be understood on a neurobiological level without dismissing
their power and mystery? In this book, psychiatrist Erik Goodwyn
addresses these questions by reviewing decades of research, putting
together a compelling argument that the emotional imagery of myth and
dreams can be traced to our deep brain physiology, and importantly,
how a sensitive look at this data reveals why mythic or religious
symbols are indeed more "godlike" than we might have imagined. The
Neurobiology of the Gods weaves together Jungian depth psychology with
research in evolutionary psychology, neuroanatomy, cognitive science,
neuroscience, anthropology, mental imagery, dream research, and
metaphor theory into a comprehensive model of how our brains
contribute to the recurrent images of dreams, myth, religion and even
hallucinations. Divided into three sections, this book provides:
definitions and foundations an examination of individual symbols
conclusive thoughts on how brain physiology shapes the recurring
images that we experience. Goodwyn shows how common dream, myth and
religious experiences can be meaningful and purposeful without
discarding scientific rigor. The Neurobiology of the Gods will
therefore be essential reading for Jungian analysts and psychologists
as well as those with an interest in philosophy, anthropology and the
interface between science and religion.

Failed God
Vol. 1 This first volume provides an original overview of Jung@2019s
work, demonstrating that it is fully compatible with contemporary
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views in science. It draws on a wide range of scientific disciplines
including, evolution, neurobiology, primatology, archaeology and
anthropology. Divided into three parts, areas of discussion include:
@2022evolution, archetype and behaviour @2022individuation, complexes
and theory of therapy @2022Jung@2019s psyche and its neural substrate
@2022the transcendent function @2022history of consciousness. Jung in
the 21st Century Volume One: Evolution and Archetype will be an
invaluable resource for all those in the field of analytical
psychology, including students of Jung, psychoanalysts and
psychotherapists with an interest in the meeting of Jung and science.

Invisible Forces and Powerful Beliefs
"An essential feature of religious experience across many cultures is
the intuitive feeling of God's presence. More than any rituals or
doctrines, it is this experience that anchors religious faith, yet it
has been largely ignored in the scientific literature on religion.
This book delves into the biological origins of this compelling
feeling, attributing it to innate neural circuitry that evolved to
promote the mother-child bond. Dr. Wathey, a veteran neuroscientist,
argues that evolution has programmed the infant brain to expect the
presence of a loving being who responds to the child's needs. As the
infant grows into adulthood, this innate feeling is eventually
transferred to the realm of religion, where it is reactivated through
the symbols, imagery, and rituals of worship. The author interprets
our various conceptions of God in biological terms as supernormal
stimuli that fill an emotional and cognitive vacuum left over from
infancy.a These insights shed new light on some of the most vexing
puzzles of religion, like the popular belief in a God who is
judgmental and punishing, yet also unconditionally loving; the
extraordinary tenacity of faith; the greater religiosity of wom

Rewire Your Brain
Our big brains, our language ability, and our intelligence make us
uniquely human. But barely 10,000 years ago (a mere blip in
evolutionary time) human-like creatures called "Boskops" flourished in
South Africa. They possessed extraordinary features: forebrains
roughly 50% larger than ours, and estimated IQs to match--far
surpassing our own. Many of these huge fossil skulls have been
discovered over the last century, but most of us have never heard of
this scientific marvel. Prominent neuroscientists Gary Lynch and
Richard Granger compare the contents of the Boskop brain and our own
brains today, and arrive at startling conclusions about our
intelligence and creativity. Connecting cutting-edge theories of
genetics, evolution, language, memory, learning, and intelligence,
Lynch and Granger show the implications of large brains for a broad
array of fields, from the current state of the art in Alzheimer's and
other brain disorders, to new advances in brain-based robots that see
and converse with us, and the means by which neural prosthetics-Page 5/22
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replacement parts for the brain--are being designed and tested. The
authors demystify the complexities of our brains in this fascinating
and accessible book, and give us tantalizing insights into our
humanity--its past, and its future.

Understanding Dreams and Other Spontaneous Images
You’ve heard the expression, “It’s the little things that count.”
Research has shown that little daily practices can change the way your
brain works, too. This book offers simple brain-training practices you
can do every day to protect against stress, lift your mood, and find
greater emotional resilience. Just One Thing is a treasure chest of
over fifty practices created specifically to deepen your sense of wellbeing and unconditional happiness. Just one practice each day can help
you: Be good to yourself Enjoy life as it is Build on your strengths
Be more effective at home and work Make peace with your emotions

Shadows of the Mind
The overwhelming majority of Americans believe in God; this conviction
has existed since the beginning of recorded time and is shared by
billions around the world. In The God Gene, Dr. Dean Hamer reveals
that this inclination towards religious faith is in good measure due
to our genes and may even offer an evolutionary advantage by helping
us get through difficulties, reducing stress, preventing disease, and
extending life. Popular science at its best, The God Gene is an indepth, fully accessible inquiry into cutting-edge research that can
change the way we see ourselves and the world around us. Written with
balance, integrity, and admirable scientific objectivity, this is a
book for readers of science and religion alike. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The Believing Brain
We're used to thinking about the self as an independent entity,
something that we either have or are. In The Ego Tunnel, philosopher
Thomas Metzinger claims otherwise: No such thing as a self exists. The
conscious self is the content of a model created by our brain - an
internal image, but one we cannot experience as an image. Everything
we experience is ''a virtual self in a virtual reality.'' But if the
self is not ''real,'' why and how did it evolve? How does the brain
construct it? Do we still have souls, free will, personal autonomy, or
moral accountability? In a time when the science of cognition is
becoming as controversial as evolution, The Ego Tunnel provides a
stunningly original take on the mystery of the mind.

NeuroTheology
Is Man the product of a Godor is "God" the product of human evolution?
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From the dawn of our species, every human culture-no matter how
isolated-has believed in some form of a spiritual realm. According to
author Matthew Alper, this is no mere coincidence but rather due to
the fact that humans, as a species, are genetically predisposed to
believe in the universal concepts of a god, a soul and an afterlife.
This instinct to believe is the result of an evolutionary adaptation-a
coping mechanism-that emerged in our species to help us survive our
unique and otherwise debilitating awareness of death. Spiritual
seekers and atheists alike will be compelled and transformed by
Matthew Alper's classic study of science and religion. The 'God' Part
of the Brain has gained critical acclaim from some of the world's
leading scientists, secular humanists, and theologians, and is as a
must read for anyone who has pondered the question of God's existence,
as well as the meaning of our own. Praise for The "God" Part of the
Brain "This cult classic in many ways parallels Rene Descartes' search
for reliable and certain knowledgeDrawing on such disciplines as
philosophy, psychology, and biology, Alper argues that belief in a
spiritual realm is an evolutionary coping method that developed to
help humankind deal with the fear of deathHighly recommended."—
Library Journal "I very much enjoyed the account of your spiritual
journey and believe it would make excellent reading for every college
student - the resultant residence-hall debates would be the best part
of their education. It often occurs to me that if, against all odds,
there is a judgmental God and heaven, it will come to pass that when
the pearly gates open, those who had the valor to think for themselves
will be escorted to the head of the line, garlanded, and given their
own personal audience." — Edward O. Wilson, two-time Pulitzer PrizeWinner "This is an essential book for those in search of a scientific
understanding of man's spiritual nature. Matthew Alper navigates the
reader through a labyrinth of intriguing questions and then offers
undoubtedly clear answers that lead to a better understanding of our
objective reality." — Elena Rusyn, MD, PhD; Gray Laboratory; Harvard
Medical School "What a wonderful book you have written. It was not
only brilliant and provocative but also revolutionary in its approach
to spirituality as an inherited trait."— Arnold Sadwin, MD, former
chief of Neuropsychiatry at the University of Pennsylvania "A lively
manifestoFor the discipline's specific application to the matter at
hand, I've seen nothing that matches the fury of The 'God' Part of the
Brain, which perhaps explains why it's earned something of a cult
following." — Salon.com "All 6 billion plus inhabitants of Earth
should be in possession of this book. Alper's tome should be placed in
the sacred writings' section of libraries, bookstores, and dwellings
throughout the world. Matthew Alper is the new GalileoImmensely
importantDefines in a clear and concise manner what each of us already
knew but were afraid to admit and exclaim."— John Scoggins, PhD
"Vibrant vivacious. An entertaining and provocative introduction to
speculations concerning the neural basis of spirituality."— Free
Inquiry Magazine

The "God" Part of the Brain
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Religions and mythologies from around the world teach that God or gods
created humans. Atheist, humanist, and materialist critics, meanwhile,
have attempted to turn theology on its head, claiming that religion is
a human invention. In this book, E. Fuller Torrey draws on cuttingedge neuroscience research to propose a startling answer to the
ultimate question. Evolving Brains, Emerging Gods locates the origin
of gods within the human brain, arguing that religious belief is a byproduct of evolution. Based on an idea originally proposed by Charles
Darwin, Torrey marshals evidence that the emergence of gods was an
incidental consequence of several evolutionary factors. Using data
ranging from ancient skulls and artifacts to brain imaging,
primatology, and child development studies, this book traces how new
cognitive abilities gave rise to new behaviors. For instance,
autobiographical memory, the ability to project ourselves backward and
forward in time, gave Homo sapiens a competitive advantage. However,
it also led to comprehension of mortality, spurring belief in an
alternative to death. Torrey details the neurobiological sequence that
explains why the gods appeared when they did, connecting
archaeological findings including clothing, art, farming, and
urbanization to cognitive developments. This book does not dismiss
belief but rather presents religious belief as an inevitable outcome
of brain evolution. Providing clear and accessible explanations of
evolutionary neuroscience, Evolving Brains, Emerging Gods will shed
new light on the mechanics of our deepest mysteries.

The Illusion of God's Presence
A Nobel Prize–winning neuroscientist’s probing investigation of what
brain disorders can tell us about human nature Eric R. Kandel, the
winner of the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for his
foundational research into memory storage in the brain, is one of the
pioneers of modern brain science. His work continues to shape our
understanding of how learning and memory work and to break down ageold barriers between the sciences and the arts. In his seminal new
book, The Disordered Mind, Kandel draws on a lifetime of pathbreaking
research and the work of many other leading neuroscientists to take us
on an unusual tour of the brain. He confronts one of the most
difficult questions we face: How does our mind, our individual sense
of self, emerge from the physical matter of the brain? The brain’s 86
billion neurons communicate with one another through very precise
connections. But sometimes those connections are disrupted. The brain
processes that give rise to our mind can become disordered, resulting
in diseases such as autism, depression, schizophrenia, Parkinson’s,
addiction, and post-traumatic stress disorder. While these disruptions
bring great suffering, they can also reveal the mysteries of how the
brain produces our most fundamental experiences and capabilities—the
very nature of what it means to be human. Studies of autism illuminate
the neurological foundations of our social instincts; research into
depression offers important insights on emotions and the integrity of
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the self; and paradigm-shifting work on addiction has led to a new
understanding of the relationship between pleasure and willpower. By
studying disruptions to typical brain functioning and exploring their
potential treatments, we will deepen our understanding of thought,
feeling, behavior, memory, and creativity. Only then can we grapple
with the big question of how billions of neurons generate
consciousness itself.

The God-Shaped Brain
Neuroscientist V.S. Ramachandran is internationally renowned for
uncovering answers to the deep and quirky questions of human nature
that few scientists have dared to address. His bold insights about the
brain are matched only by the stunning simplicity of his experiments
-- using such low-tech tools as cotton swabs, glasses of water and
dime-store mirrors. In Phantoms in the Brain, Dr. Ramachandran
recounts how his work with patients who have bizarre neurological
disorders has shed new light on the deep architecture of the brain,
and what these findings tell us about who we are, how we construct our
body image, why we laugh or become depressed, why we may believe in
God, how we make decisions, deceive ourselves and dream, perhaps even
why we're so clever at philosophy, music and art. Some of his most
notable cases: A woman paralyzed on the left side of her body who
believes she is lifting a tray of drinks with both hands offers a
unique opportunity to test Freud's theory of denial. A man who insists
he is talking with God challenges us to ask: Could we be "wired" for
religious experience? A woman who hallucinates cartoon characters
illustrates how, in a sense, we are all hallucinating, all the time.
Dr. Ramachandran's inspired medical detective work pushes the
boundaries of medicine's last great frontier -- the human mind -yielding new and provocative insights into the "big questions" about
consciousness and the self.

The Genetic Gods
How to rewire your brain to improve virtually every aspect of your
life-based on the latest research in neuroscience and psychology on
neuroplasticity and evidence-based practices Not long ago, it was
thought that the brain you were born with was the brain you would die
with, and that the brain cells you had at birth were the most you
would ever possess. Your brain was thought to be “hardwired” to
function in predetermined ways. It turns out that's not true. Your
brain is not hardwired, it's "softwired" by experience. This book
shows you how you can rewire parts of the brain to feel more positive
about your life, remain calm during stressful times, and improve your
social relationships. Written by a leader in the field of Brain-Based
Therapy, it teaches you how to activate the parts of your brain that
have been underactivated and calm down those areas that have been
hyperactivated so that you feel positive about your life and remain
calm during stressful times. You will also learn to improve your
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memory, boost your mood, have better relationships, and get a good
night sleep. Reveals how cutting-edge developments in neuroscience,
and evidence-based practices can be used to improve your everyday life
Other titles by Dr. Arden include: Brain-Based Therapy-Adult, BrainBased Therapy-Child, Improving Your Memory For Dummies and Heal Your
Anxiety Workbook Dr. Arden is a leader in integrating the new
developments in neuroscience with psychotherapy and Director of
Training in Mental Health for Kaiser Permanente for the Northern
California Region Explaining exciting new developments in neuroscience
and their applications to daily living, Rewire Your Brain will guide
you through the process of changing your brain so you can change your
life and be free of self-imposed limitations.

The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the
Bicameral Mind
What is morality? Where does it come from? And why do most of us heed
its call most of the time? In Braintrust, neurophilosophy pioneer
Patricia Churchland argues that morality originates in the biology of
the brain. She describes the "neurobiological platform of bonding"
that, modified by evolutionary pressures and cultural values, has led
to human styles of moral behavior. The result is a provocative
genealogy of morals that asks us to reevaluate the priority given to
religion, absolute rules, and pure reason in accounting for the basis
of morality. Moral values, Churchland argues, are rooted in a behavior
common to all mammals--the caring for offspring. The evolved
structure, processes, and chemistry of the brain incline humans to
strive not only for self-preservation but for the well-being of allied
selves--first offspring, then mates, kin, and so on, in wider and
wider "caring" circles. Separation and exclusion cause pain, and the
company of loved ones causes pleasure; responding to feelings of
social pain and pleasure, brains adjust their circuitry to local
customs. In this way, caring is apportioned, conscience molded, and
moral intuitions instilled. A key part of the story is oxytocin, an
ancient body-and-brain molecule that, by decreasing the stress
response, allows humans to develop the trust in one another necessary
for the development of close-knit ties, social institutions, and
morality. A major new account of what really makes us moral,
Braintrust challenges us to reconsider the origins of some of our most
cherished values.

How God Changes Your Brain
Understanding Dreams and Other Spontaneous Images: The Invisible
Storyteller applies a contemporary interdisciplinary approach to dream
interpretation, bringing cognitive anthropology, folklore studies,
affective neuroscience, and dynamic systems theory to bear on
contemporary psychodynamic clinical practice. It provides a practical
guide for working with dreams that can be used by both individuals on
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their own and therapists working with clients. Erik D. Goodwyn invites
us to examine key features of reported dreams, such as the qualities
of the environment depicted, its familiarity or unfamiliarity, the
nature of the characters encountered, and overall themes. This method
facilitates an understanding of the dream in the full context of the
dreamer’s life, rather than interpreting individual, isolated
elements. Goodwyn also introduces the mental process which
orchestrates dreams, conceptualised here as the ‘Invisible
Storyteller’, and explores how understanding it can positively impact
satisfaction in waking life. As a whole, the book provides a
collection of tools and techniques which can be referred to time and
again, as well as a wealth of examples. Exploring dreams as a natural
source of clinical insight, The Invisible Storyteller will appeal to
Jungian psychotherapists and analytical psychologists, other
professionals working with dreams with clients, and readers looking
for a scientific approach to dream interpretation.

Literature, Neurology, and Neuroscience: Neurological and
Psychiatric Disorders
The Believing Brain is bestselling author Michael Shermer's
comprehensive and provocative theory on how beliefs are born, formed,
reinforced, challenged, changed, and extinguished. In this work
synthesizing thirty years of research, psychologist, historian of
science, and the world's best-known skeptic Michael Shermer upends the
traditional thinking about how humans form beliefs about the world.
Simply put, beliefs come first and explanations for beliefs follow.
The brain, Shermer argues, is a belief engine. From sensory data
flowing in through the senses, the brain naturally begins to look for
and find patterns, and then infuses those patterns with meaning. Our
brains connect the dots of our world into meaningful patterns that
explain why things happen, and these patterns become beliefs. Once
beliefs are formed the brain begins to look for and find confirmatory
evidence in support of those beliefs, which accelerates the process of
reinforcing them, and round and round the process goes in a positivefeedback loop of belief confirmation. Shermer outlines the numerous
cognitive tools our brains engage to reinforce our beliefs as truths.
Interlaced with his theory of belief, Shermer provides countless realworld examples of how this process operates, from politics, economics,
and religion to conspiracy theories, the supernatural, and the
paranormal. Ultimately, he demonstrates why science is the best tool
ever devised to determine whether or not a belief matches reality.

Art, Aesthetics, and the Brain
This ambitious, interdisciplinary book seeks to explain the origins of
religion using our knowledge of the evolution of cognition. A
cognitive anthropologist and psychologist, Scott Atran argues that
religion is a by-product of human evolution just as the cognitive
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intervention, cultural selection, and historical survival of religion
is an accommodation of certain existential and moral elements that
have evolved in the human condition.

Braintrust
National Book Award Finalist: “This man’s ideas may be the most
influential, not to say controversial, of the second half of the
twentieth century.”—Columbus Dispatch At the heart of this classic,
seminal book is Julian Jaynes's still-controversial thesis that human
consciousness did not begin far back in animal evolution but instead
is a learned process that came about only three thousand years ago and
is still developing. The implications of this revolutionary scientific
paradigm extend into virtually every aspect of our psychology, our
history and culture, our religion—and indeed our future. “Don’t be put
off by the academic title of Julian Jaynes’s The Origin of
Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. Its prose is
always lucid and often lyrical…he unfolds his case with the utmost
intellectual rigor.”—The New York Times “When Julian Jaynes . . .
speculates that until late in the twentieth millennium BC men had no
consciousness but were automatically obeying the voices of the gods,
we are astounded but compelled to follow this remarkable thesis.”—John
Updike, The New Yorker “He is as startling as Freud was in The
Interpretation of Dreams, and Jaynes is equally as adept at forcing a
new view of known human behavior.”—American Journal of Psychiatry

The Disordered Mind
The author visited the archives of the headquarters of A.A. in New
York, and discovered new communications between Carl Jung and Bill
Wilson. For the first time this correspondence shows Jung's respect
for A.A. and in turn, its influence on him. In particular, this
research shows how Bill Wilson was encouraged by Jung's writings to
promote the spiritual aspect of recovery as opposed to the
conventional medical model which has failed so abysmally. The book
overturns the long-held belief that Jung distrusted groups. Indeed,
influenced by A.A.'s success, Jung gave "complete and detailed
instructions" on how the A.A. group format could be developed further
and used by "general neurotics".Wilson was an advocate of treating
some alcoholics with LSD in order to deflate the ego and induce a
spiritual experience. The author explains how alcoholism can be
diagnosed and understood by professionals and the lay person; by
examining the detailed case histories of Jung, the author gives
graphic examples of its psychological and behavioural manifestations.

Jung in the 21st Century: Evolution and archetype
Foreword by Mary Ann Meyers Recent years have seen an explosion of
interest in the doctrine of panentheism -- the belief that the world
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is contained within the Divine, although God is also more than the
world. Here for the first time leading scientists and theologians meet
to debate the merits of this compelling new understanding of the Godworld relation. Atheist and theist, Eastern and Western, conservative
and liberal, modern and postmodern, physicist and biologist, Orthodox
and Protestant -- the authors explore the tensions between traditional
views of God and contemporary science and ask whether panentheism
provides a more credible account of divine action for our age. Their
responses, which vary from deeply appreciative to sharply critical,
are preceded by an overview of the history and key tenets of
panentheism and followed by a concluding evaluation and synthesis.
Contributors: Joseph A. Bracken Michael W. Brierley Philip Clayton
Paul Davies Celia E. Deane-Drummond Denis Edwards Niels Henrik
Gregersen David Ray Griffin Robert L. Herrmann Christopher C. Knight
Andrew Louth Harold J. Morowitz Alexei V. Nesteruk Ruth Page Arthur
Peacocke Russell Stannard Keith Ward Kallistos Ware

Evolving Brains, Emerging Gods
Entheogens and the Development of Culture makes the radical
proposition that mind-altering substances have played a major part not
only in cultural development but also in human brain development.
Researchers suggest that we have purposely enhanced receptor sites in
the brain, especially those for dopamine and serotonin, through the
use of plants and fungi over a long period of time. The trade-off for
lowered functioning and potential drug abuse has been more creative
thinking--or a leap in consciousness. Experiments in entheogen use led
to the development of primitive medicine, in which certain mindaltering plants and fungi were imbibed to still fatigue, pain, or
depression, while others were taken to promote hunger and libido. Our
ancestors selected for our neural hardware, and our propensity for
seeking altered forms of consciousness as a survival strategy may be
intimately bound to our decision-making processes going back to the
dawn of time. Fourteen essays by a wide range of
contributors—including founding president of the American
Anthropological Association’s Anthropology of Religion section Michael
Winkelman, PhD; Carl A. P. Ruck, PhD, Boston University professor of
classics and an authority on the ecstatic rituals of the god Dionysus;
and world-renowned botanist Dr. Gaston Guzma, member of the Colombian
National Academy of Sciences and expert on hallucinogenic
mushrooms—demonstrate that altering consciousness continues to be an
important part of human experience today. Anthropologists, cultural
historians, and anyone interested in the effects of mind-altering
substances on the human mind and soul will find this book deeply
informative and inspiring. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Entheogens and the Development of Culture
Can science and religion work together, after all? * *Synthesizes an
extraordinary five-year long conversation about humanity's deepest
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questions, by a group of highly respected scientists, physicians,
philosophers, and theologians. *Beyond 'science vs. religion' wars:
insights that draw on the latest research and enduring wisdom.
*Answers and questions that point to a richer understanding of who we
are, what we share, and what it means. Can religion and science coexist? Do they? Is religion hardwired in humans? Invisible Forces and
Powerful Belief seeks to answer these questions. The book, from the
Chicago Social Brain Network, is the result of an extraordinary
ongoing conversation among a group of highly respected scientists,
physicians, philosophers, and theologians. Together, they share
profound insights into the deepest questions humans ask and explore
the invisible forces and powerful beliefs that shape our lives. Their
insights reflect both humanity's latest science and its most enduring
wisdom. Their answers and questions will challenge readers and reward
them with a richer understand of who we are, what we share, and what
it means. * *What do we really know about human nature? *How do we see
what we see, know what we know, feel what we feel? *How do people come
to believe in God? *Where does empathy come from? *What are the health
benefits of faith? *Where do you end, and others begin? *What do
marriage, family, and friendship mean? *How can people repair the
broken connections that keep them lonely? The Chicago Social Brain
Project is an ongoing network of more than a dozen scholars unbounded
by disciplinary precincts, geographical borders, or methodological
perspectives. The Network's goal is to set aside the antagonisms that
have grown up between science and humanities in order to explore
diverse ways of seeing the world, and shed new light on the human
mind. Its scholars hail from psychology, neurology, theology,
statistics, philosophy, internal medicine, anthropology, sociology,
and other disciplines. Network members interact constantly, and the
entire Network convenes twice annually for a four-day retreat to
discuss, critique, and learn from each others' work

Big Brain
Ritual scholars note that rituals have powerful psychological, social
and even biological effects, but these findings have not yet been
integrated into the practice of psychotherapy and psychiatry. In
Healing Symbols in Psychotherapy Erik D. Goodwyn attempts to rectify
this by reviewing the most pertinent work done in the area of ritual
study and applying it to the practice of psychotherapy and psychiatry,
providing a new framework with which to approach therapy. The book
combines ritual study with depth psychology, placebo study, biogenetic
structuralism and cognitive anthropology to create a model of
interdisciplinary psychology. Goodwyn uses examples of rituals from
history, folklore and cross-cultural study and uncovers the universal
themes embedded within them as well as their psychological functions.
As ritual scholars show time and again how Western culture and
medicine is ‘ritually impoverished’ the application of ritual themes
to therapy yields many new avenues for healing. The interdisciplinary
model used here suggests new ways to approach problems with basic
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identity, complicated grief, anxiety, depression meaninglessness and a
host of other problems encountered in clinical work. The
interdisciplinary approach of this accessibly-written book will appeal
to psychotherapists, psychiatrists and Jungian analysts as well as
those in training and readers with an interest in the science behind
ritual.

The Neurobiology of the Gods
Using a religious relic, artist Pablo Cordero creates a viral, online,
masterpiece. Global miracles of wealth result from Cordero's artthreatening the World's puppet masters. Vatican spymaster, Father John
Sheehan-an ex-CIA-operative-turned-Jesuit priest-finds Cordero in
Cannes, and seeks to discover the truth behind his art and relic.

Wisdom of the Psyche
Humans have engaged in artistic and aesthetic activities since the
appearance of our species. Our ancestors have decorated their bodies,
tools, and utensils for over 100,000 years. The expression of meaning
using color, line, sound, rhythm, or movement, among other means,
constitutes a fundamental aspect of our species' biological and
cultural heritage. Art and aesthetics, therefore, contribute to our
species identity and distinguish it from its living and
extinctrelatives. This volume brings together the work on such
questions by leading experts in genetics, psychology, neuroimaging,
neuropsychology, art history, and philosophy. It sets the stagefor a
cognitive neuroscience of art and aesthetics, understood in the
broadest possible terms. With sections on visual art, dance, music,
neuropsychology, and evolution, the breadth of this volume's scope
reflects the richness and variety of topics and methods currently used
today by scientists to understand the way our brain endows us with the
faculty to produce and appreciate art and aesthetics.

In Whom We Live and Move and Have Our Being
On a 2001 trip to the cathedrals of Europe, anthropologist John Rush
and his wife entered St. Mark’s Basilica in Venice and encountered a
mosaic depicting Jesus surrounded by mushrooms with an Amanita
muscaria cap in his hand. Examining the space with new eyes, they
discovered images of mushrooms and mind-altering plants all over the
Basilica. Intrigued, Dr. Rush spent seven years researching and
reflecting on the profound effects hallucinogens had on the founding
of all three major Western religions. He concluded that Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam are political constructions evolving out of
the use of not only Amanita muscaria, but a plethora of mind-altering
substances.Failed God: Fractured Myth in a Fragile World re-examines
the scriptural stories of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam as told in
the Bible and Qur’an and reveals them as “concocted mythical charters
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stemming from drug-induced romps with the super-natural.” Rush shows
how mind-altering substances played an instrumental role in the birth
and development of Western religions and explains how they contributed
to reports of “prophetic” experiences, including angry and disturbing
messages from the divine. With chapters on Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, Rush fully addresses the effects of mind-altering substances on
each tradition, convincingly discrediting the idea that they stem from
actual human interaction with the divine. He also shows how an
intoxicated and over-zealous Apostle Paul corrupted Jesus’s simple
message of human decency, forming an oppressive religious system based
on fear. In a thought-provoking conclusion, Rush asks how we can
continue to attribute authority to traditions that were so clearly
irrationally founded and incompatible with today’s world.

New Horizons in the Neuroscience of Consciousness
NATIONAL BESTSELLER CNBC and Strategy + Business Best Business Book of
2017 “A mind-blowing tour along the path from sex and drugs to R&D.” Financial Times It’s the biggest revolution you’ve never heard of, and
it’s hiding in plain sight. Over the past decade, Silicon Valley
executives like Eric Schmidt and Elon Musk, Special Operators like the
Navy SEALs and the Green Berets, and maverick scientists like Sasha
Shulgin and Amy Cuddy have turned everything we thought we knew about
high performance upside down. Instead of grit, better habits, or
10,000 hours, these trailblazers have found a surprising short cut.
They're harnessing rare and controversial states of consciousness to
solve critical challenges and outperform the competition. New York
Times bestselling author Steven Kotler and high performance expert
Jamie Wheal spent four years investigating the leading edges of this
revolution—from the home of SEAL Team Six to the Googleplex, the
Burning Man festival, Richard Branson’s Necker Island, Red Bull’s
training center, Nike’s innovation team, and the United Nations’
Headquarters. And what they learned was stunning: In their own ways,
with differing languages, techniques, and applications, every one of
these groups has been quietly seeking the same thing: the boost in
information and inspiration that altered states provide. Today, this
revolution is spreading to the mainstream, fueling a trillion dollar
underground economy and forcing us to rethink how we can all lead
richer, more productive, more satisfying lives. Driven by four
accelerating forces—psychology, neurobiology, technology and
pharmacology—we are gaining access to and insights about some of the
most contested and misunderstood terrain in history. Stealing Fire is
a provocative examination of what’s actually possible; a guidebook for
anyone who wants to radically upgrade their life.

Carl Jung and Alcoholics Anonymous
By examining the breakdown of language in several neuropsychiatric
disorders, neuroscientists have identified brain circuits that are
involved with metaphor, poetry, music, and religious experiences.
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God's Brain
They mastermind our lives, shaping our features, our health, and our
behavior, even in the sacrosanct realms of love and sex, religion,
aging, and death. Yet we are the ones who house, perpetuate, and give
the promise of immortality to these biological agents, our genetic
gods. The link between genes and gods is hardly arbitrary, as the
distinguished evolutionary geneticist John Avise reveals in this
compelling book. In clear, straightforward terms, Avise reviews recent
discoveries in molecular biology, evolutionary genetics, and human
genetic engineering, and discusses the relevance of these findings to
issues of ultimate concern traditionally reserved for mythology,
theology, and religious faith. The book explains how the genetic gods
figure in our development--not just our metabolism and physiology, but
even our emotional disposition, personality, ethical leanings, and,
indeed, religiosity. Yet genes are physical rather than metaphysical
entities. Having arisen via an amoral evolutionary process--natural
selection--genes have no consciousness, no sentient code of conduct,
no reflective concern about the consequences of their actions. It is
Avise's contention that current genetic knowledge can inform our
attempts to answer typically religious questions--about origins, fate,
and meaning. The Genetic Gods challenges us to make the necessary
connection between what we know, what we believe, and what we embody.
Table of Contents: Preface Prologue 1. The Doctrines of Biological
Science 2. Geneses 3. Genetic Maladies 4. Genetic Beneficence 5.
Strategies of the Genes 6. Genetic Sovereignty 7. New Lords of Our
Genes? 8. Meaning Epilogue Notes Glossary Index Reviews of this book:
Our genes, [Avise] says, are responsible not only for how we got here
and exist day to day, but also for the core of our being--our
personalities and morals. It is our genetic make-up that allows for
and formulates our religious belief systems, he argues. Avise does not
eschew spirituality but seeks a more informed, less confrontational
approach between science and the pulpit. --Science News Reviews of
this book: For the general scientific reader, the book is an excellent
distillation of a broad and increasingly important field, a course of
causation that cannot be ignored. From advising expectant parents to
getting innocent people off death row, genetics increasingly dominates
our lives. The sections on genetics are expertly written, particularly
for those readers without in-depth knowledge. The author explains
slowly and carefully just how genetics operates, using multiple
metaphors. His genetic discourse proceeds in a neighborly fashion, as
one might tell stories while sitting in a rocking chair at a country
store. He seems to be invigorated by genes and just can't wait to tell
about them. --David W. Hodo, Journal of the American Medical
Association Reviews of this book: As a whole, this book is quite
informative and stimulating, and sections of it are beautifully
written. Indeed, Professor Avise has a real gift for prose and
scientific expositions, and I would suspect that he must be a
formidable lecturerAt its core, [The Genetic Gods] is a survey, and a
very nice one at that, of evolutionary genetics, the field of the
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author's major research interests. There is a strong sociobiological
cast to the arguments, and the work and ideas of E. O. Wilson figure
prominently. The presentation of evolutionary genetics is imbedded in
a more general discussion of modern human and molecular
geneticsHowever, this book is, most of all, a philosophical treatise
that attempts, admittedly with the bias of a biologist, to examine the
intersection of the fundamental premises of evolution and religion.
Professor Avise has given us plenty to think about in this book
[and]it was a real pleasure to wrestle with the ideas he was
presenting. I would suggest that other readers give it a try.
--Charles J. Epstein, Trends in Genetics Reviews of this book:
[Avise's] account of the role genes play in shaping the human
condition is wholly involving, paying particular attention to issues
of reproduction, aging and death. In addition to presenting ample
biological information in a form accessible to the nonspecialist,
Avise does a superb job of discussing many of the ethical implications
that have arisen from our growing knowledge of human genetics. Just a
few of the topics covered are genetic engineering, the patenting of
life, genetic screening, abortion, human cloning, gene therapy and
insurance-related controversies. --Publishers Weekly Reviews of this
book: Avise explains thoroughly how evolution operates on a genetic
level. His goal is to show that humans can look to this information as
a way to answer fundamental questions of life instead of looking to
traditional religious beliefsAvise includes some very interesting
discussions of ethical concerns related to genetic issues. --Eric D.
Albright, Library Journal This is a splendid account of a subject that
affects us all: the breathtaking increase in understanding of human
genetics and the insight it provides into human evolution. John Avise
speaks with authority of molecular evolutionary genetics and with
affecting compassion of what it might mean. --Douglas J. Futuyma,
State University of New York at Stony Brook The Genetic Gods is many
things. It is a wonderful introduction to modern molecular biology, by
a man who knows his subject backwards. It is a stimulating account of
the ways in which genetics impinges on human nature--our thinking and
our behavior. It is a remarkably level-headed and sympathetic account
of the implications of our new findings for traditional and not-sotraditional issues in philosophy and religion. In an age of genetic
counseling, cloning, construction of new life forms, the book is worth
its weight in gold for this alone. But most of all, it is a huge
amount of fun to read--you want to applaud or argue with the author on
nigh every page. Highly recommended! --Michael Ruse, University of
Guelph The Genetic Gods makes a valuable contribution to the on-going
task of sorting out the implications of evolutionary biology and
genetics for human self-understanding. Avise addresses, with authority
and grace, the most consequential intellectual issues of our time. A
challenging and insightful book. --Loyal Rue, Harvard University A
wonderfully informative and engaging book. Avise offers a lucid,
accessible primer on our genes, angelic and demonic, and examines
religious and ethical issues, all too human, now confronted by genetic
science. He makes a compelling case that anyone seeking to 'Know
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Thyself' should study the DNA molecular scriptures, our most ancient
and universal legacy. --Dudley Herschbach, Harvard University, Nobel
Laureate in Chemistry

Phantoms in the Brain
Why have we humans always longed to connect with something larger than
ourselves? Why does consciousness inevitably involve us in a spiritual
quest? Why, in short, won't God go away? Theologians, philosophers,
and psychologists have debated this question through the ages,
arriving at a range of contradictory and ultimately unprovable
answers. But in this brilliant, groundbreaking new book, researchers
Andrew Newberg and Eugene d'Aquili offer an explanation that is at
once profoundly simple and scientifically precise: the religious
impulse is rooted in the biology of the brain. Newberg and d'Aquili
base this revolutionary conclusion on a long-term investigation of
brain function and behavior as well as studies they conducted using
high-tech imaging techniques to examine the brains of meditating
Buddhists and Franciscan nuns at prayer. What they discovered was that
intensely focused spiritual contemplation triggers an alteration in
the activity of the brain that leads us to perceive transcendent
religious experiences as solid and tangibly real. In other words, the
sensation that Buddhists call "oneness with the universe" and the
Franciscans attribute to the palpable presence of God is not a
delusion or a manifestation of wishful thinking but rather a chain of
neurological events that can be objectively observed, recorded, and
actually photographed. The inescapable conclusion is that God is hardwired into the human brain. In Why God Won't Go Away, Newberg and
d'Aquili document their pioneering explorations in the field of
neurotheology, an emerging discipline dedicated to understanding the
complex relationship between spirituality and the brain. Along the
way, they delve into such essential questions as whether humans are
biologically compelled to make myths; what is the evolutionary
connection between religious ecstasy and sexual orgasm; what do Near
Death Experiences reveal about the nature of spiritual phenomena; and
how does ritual create its own neurological environment. As their
journey unfolds, Newberg and d'Aquili realize that a single,
overarching question lies at the heart of their pursuit: Is religion
merely a product of biology or has the human brain been mysteriously
endowed with the unique capacity to reach and know God? Blending
cutting-edge science with illuminating insights into the nature of
consciousness and spirituality, Why God Won't Go Away bridges faith
and reason, mysticism and empirical data. The neurological basis of
how the brain identifies the "real" is nothing short of miraculous.
This fascinating, eye-opening book dares to explore both the miracle
and the biology of our enduring relationship with God. From the
Hardcover edition.

In Gods We Trust
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The main feature of this work is that it explores criminal behavior
from all aspects of Tinbergen's Four Questions. Rather than focusing
on a single theoretical point of view, this book examines the
neurobiology of crime from a biosocial perspective. It suggests that
it is necessary to understand some genetics and neuroscience in order
to appreciate and apply relevant concepts to criminological issues.
Presenting up-to-date information on the circuitry of the brain, the
authors explore and examine a variety of characteristics, traits and
behavioral syndromes related to criminal behavior such as ADHD,
intelligence, gender, the age-crime curve, schizophrenia, psychopathy,
violence and substance abuse. This book brings together the
sociological tradition with the latest knowledge the neurosciences
have to offer and conveys biological information in an accessible and
understanding way. It will be of interest to scholars in the field and
to professional criminologists.

ART OF THE GODS
In this meticulously researched and masterfully written book, Pulitzer
Prize-winner Deborah Blum examines the history of love through the
lens of its strangest unsung hero: a brilliant, fearless, alcoholic
psychologist named Harry Frederick Harlow. Pursuing the idea that
human affection could be understood, studied, even measured, Harlow
(1905-1981) arrived at his conclusions by conducting researchsometimes beautiful, sometimes horrible-on the primates in his
University of Wisconsin laboratory. Paradoxically, his darkest
experiments may have the brightest legacy, for by studying "neglect"
and its life-altering consequences, Harlow confirmed love's central
role in shaping not only how we feel but also how we think. His work
sparked a psychological revolution. The more children experience
affection, he discovered, the more curious they become about the
world: Love makes people smarter. The biography of both a man and an
idea, The Measure of Love is a powerful and at times disturbing
narrative that will forever alter our understanding of human
relationships.

Why God Won't Go Away
In the quest for identity and healing, what belongs to the humanities
and what to clinical psychology? Ginette Paris uses cogent and
passionate argument as well as stories from patients to teach us to
accept that the human psyche seeks to destroy relationships and lives
as well as to sustain them. This is very hard to accept which is why,
so often, the body has the painful and dispiriting job of showing us
what our psyche refuses to see. In jargon-free language, the author
describes her own story of taking a turn downwards and inwards in the
search for a metaphorical personal 'death'. If this kind of mortality
is not attended to, then more literal bodily ailments and actual death
itself can result. Paris engages with one of the main dilemmas of
contemporary psychology and psychotherapy: how to integrate findings
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and insights from neuroscience and medicine into an approach to
healing founded upon activation of the imagination. At present, she
demonstrates, what is happening is damaging to both science and
imagination.

Why We Believe What We Believe
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